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Key Findings
● Eleven Houston-region ISDs have seen steady enrollment declines since 2017, with 

their collective enrollment falling by nearly 48,000 students. 

● At the same time, large charter networks such as Harmony, KIPP, and YES Prep 
added more than 25,000 students at their Houston-region campuses.

● The proportion of emergent bilingual (EB) students in Houston-region ISDs 
increased steadily since 2017, with several districts seeing double-digit gains.
○ These students often require additional supports and resources from school systems to 

overcome the language and other socioeconomic barriers they face to be set up for 
academic success. 



Collectively, Houston-region ISDs had nearly 48,000 fewer students enrolled in 2023 
than 2017. Large charter networks added more than 25,000 students at their 

Houston-region campuses.



Hispanic students are the largest group in Houston schools, representing 
over 60% of all students, followed by Black students at 20%.



Enrollment at many Houston-region ISDs fell from 2017 to 2023. Only 
Cy-Fair, Klein, and Sheldon ISDs’ enrollment grew over that time period. 



At the same time, large charter networks saw significant growth from 2017 
to 2023, adding more than 25,000 students at Houston-region campuses.*  

*Note: Charter networks International 
Leadership of Texas (+963%) and 
School of Science and Technology 
(+1104%) could not be displayed due to 
such massive growth. 



Houston-region ISDs have seen a steady increase in the proportion of 
emergent bilingual (EB) students since 2017.



Implications and Takeaways
● School funding in Texas is based on student attendance, which is also tied to 

enrollment. As enrollment continues to decline in Houston-region ISDs, this has 
significant implications for budgeting and resource distribution. 

● Large, statewide charter networks showed substantial enrollment growth at their 
Houston-region campuses from 2017 to 2023, indicating that families are increasingly 
exploring their options as they seek the best fit environment for their children.

● At the same time that overall enrollment has fallen in Houston-region ISDs, the 
proportion of students considered emergent bilingual (EB) has steadily increased. 
Supporting EB students often requires specialized training for educators and additional 
programming, which may affect decisions around staffing and resource allocation.


